
AI governance for a responsible, safe AI-driven future
How Deloitte can help you accelerate your AI adoption

Artificial intelligence (AI) is everywhere

AI technologies have penetrated all industries and are now being 
used for a myriad of applications. Within financial services, many 
organizations are looking to build AI-driven platforms to establish 
a competitive advantage and enhance customer engagement. They 
are using AI algorithms to: 

• Address customer needs using digital agents and chatbots

• Conduct image recognition including signatures, objects,
and people

• Score or select people or profiles for hiring and
marketing purposes

• Detect fraudulent transactions and predict risk patterns

It’s no wonder that AI is said to be one of the most disruptive 
technologies impacting businesses. In fact, 86% of financial 
services adopters say AI will be very or critically important to their 
business success in the next two years.1 

But there are gaps to fill

Adopters recognize AI’s risks and the “preparedness gap” that spans 
strategic, operational, and ethical risks. As AI adoption and use 
has grown, so has awareness of the various risks and challenges of 
deploying AI—from unintended bias to determining accountability for 
outcomes. Most financial services adopters agree that AI risks and 
negative public perceptions are slowing AI adoption and progress, with 
95% having some sort of concern around ethical risks.2 What appears 
to be limited, though, is the implementation of specific actions to help 
mitigate those risks, even by the most skilled adopters. 

Some of the key questions on the minds of many leaders and managers are:

 • How do we demonstrate de-risking of AI across all use cases?

 • How can we embed ethics into AI build and use?

 • How do we leverage existing governance structures to 
demonstrate compliance?

 • How do we balance enablement and governance of AI?
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Every challenge comes with opportunity

The good news is these risks do not mean you need to sacrifice or 
slow down your organization’s AI adoption for the sake of security 
and safety. By expanding thinking about what AI can do, how it is 
deployed (e.g., its lifecycle), becoming better at selecting vendors 
and technologies, and tackling AI risks head-on, AI adopters 
can position themselves not just to survive but to thrive in the 
emerging era of digital business models.

With the right principles of AI governance embedded into your 
organization’s AI strategy or platform, you can identify and help 
mitigate these risks in a structured manner.

When we work with clients, it is often imperative to establish a 
component view—data, technique, and business context—to 
highlight the commonalities and distinction of AI models compared 
to simple statistical models and IT applications. From a risk profile 
perspective, the data and business context tend to have a bigger 
impact on the risk exposure from the AI model compared with the 
technique or algorithm itself.

Achieving widespread use of AI requires effective governance of 
AI through active management of AI risks and implementation of 
enabling standards and routines.

Trustworthy AITM framework – bridging the gap

An AI governance framework requires coordination across the three 
lines—business, risk management, and internal audit—with each 
managing and mitigating the risks associated with the use of AI. 
Deloitte’s well-defined AI governance framework, formulated through 
real client questions and experiences, can serve as the scaffolding to 
construct and operationalize a Trustworthy AI program. 

How does this apply to my organization?

Multiple patterns are emerging around how organizations are 
operationalizing the management of AI and AI risks. They are 
influenced by several factors, including the pace of AI adoption, 
the level of regulation/regulatory scrutiny, maturity of data 
management, and the organization’s ethical posture. But the 
critical factor to operationalize AI governance is addressing the 
perspectives of different stakeholders/participants within the 
organization. Refer to Tech Trends 2021 for more insights.

CROs can work with their CIOs, CDOs, and other IT leaders to 
anticipate potential brand risks and suggest design workarounds. 
They can also make purposeful choices with AI and machine 
learning (ML) algorithms not only to help maintain public trust in 
their organizations, but to position risk management protocols for 
AI/ML as a competitive differentiator.

Some key questions to consider when operationalizing your AI 
program include:

• What is the AI lifecycle and the associated routines?

• Who is accountable and/or responsible for AI and any unintended
outcomes?

• How and when are AI risks identified and mitigated?

• What metrics should executive leadership monitor?
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What is AI governance? 

It is a wide spectrum of capabilities focused on driving the 
responsible use of AI. It combines traditional governance 
constructs (policy, accountability, etc.) with differential ones 
such as ethics review, bias testing, and surveillance. Based 
on our work with multiple clients, the definition comes down 
to an operational view of AI and has three components: 
data, technique/algorithm, and business context. Each 
component of an AI model has feeders from multiple 
capabilities across the operating model, risk assessment, 
control structure, and performance monitoring. 

Some of the common risks associated with AI

Fairness

• Competitive disadvantage resulting from bias-
replication and blind spots

• Negative bias against people or groups with a common
characteristic (due to undetected bias in underlying
data or limited oversight and testing of AI applications)

Trust

• Faulty financial projections or calculations that undermine
the integrity of financial planning and reporting

• Lack of clear explanations for impact stakeholders
(customers, employees) related to outcomes driven
through AI applications

Transparency

• Compliance violations and reputational damage
resulting from poorly designed or monitored AI

• Lack of accountability and disclosures related to the use
of AI in determining outcomes

Safety

• Disruption to the company’s operations from
unintended machine-made decisions or actions

• Increased risk of both benign and malicious cyber
intrusions/breaches

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/tech-trends.html
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Reimagine your AI transformation

We understand that seeking to capture the ‘AI advantage’ has 
brought many sectors—including financial institutions, regulators 
and policy makers—to uncharted waters, exposing the financial 
system to new hazards and posing uncertainties to AI adoption. 
Navigating these waters safely is critical to unlocking the promise of 
AI to build a better financial ecosystem for all. 

Connect with us to discuss how the Trustworthy AI framework can 
help you leverage the power of AI safely, securely, and ethically. 
Let us help you improve your investments with responsible use 
of AI through the orchestration of many capabilities, including 
clarity in ownership and accountability, robust control over data, 
validation methods across models/algorithms, risk surveillance 
and monitoring of the use cases and model operations, and secure 
technology infrastructure. Let’s seize this opportunity together.
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Applying Deloitte’s six-part framework is an effective first step in diagnosing 
the ethical health of AI while maintaining customer privacy and abiding by 
relevant policies

Deloitte
’s Trustworthy AI Framework

Fair / Impartial
AI applications include 

internal and external 
checks to help enable 
equitable application 

across all participants

Robust / Reliable
AI systems have the ability to 
learn from humans and 
other systems and produce 
consistent and 
reliable outputs 

Privacy
Consumer privacy is 
respected and customer data 
is not used beyond its 
intended and stated use; 
consumers are able to opt in/ 
out of sharing their data 

Safe / Secure
AI systems can be protected 
from risks (including cyber risks) 
that may cause physical and/or 
digital harm

Transparent / 
Explainable

All participants are able 
to understand how their 

data is being used and 
how AI systems make 
decisions; algorithms, 

attributes, and 
correlations are open 

to inspection

Responsible / Accountable
Policies are in place to determine 

who is held responsible for the 
output of AI system decisions
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Endnotes
1. Deloitte’s State of AI in the Enterprise, 3rd Edition (2020): Financial

Services Results

2. Ibid
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Contacts
Please contact us if you’d like to discuss your AI adoption and 
jumpstart the governance mechanism toward establishing 
Trustworthy AI.

Vic Katyal 

Principal and Chief Operating Officer
Deloitte & Touche LLP
vkatyal@deloitte.com

Cory Liepold 

Principal, Data Risk & AI Governance
Deloitte & Touche LLP
cliepold@deloitte.com

Satish Iyengar

Senior Manager, Data Risk & AI Governance  
Deloitte & Touche LLP
siyengar@deloitte.com
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